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1. REconomy – starting position and strategic approaches
Common welfare economy, post-growth economy, solidarity economy, Cradle2Cradle transformation design: several concepts and solutions to an alternative economic system
have already been established in the German-speaking countries or are currently at a
testing stage. So what could be the particular and specific contribution or the
organizational gap, which the REconomy project could bridge in Germany?

REconomy in Germany – Starting Situation

All the above mentioned economic concepts (including the REconomy concept) currently
exist primarily as isolated solutions. Each one has produced workable solution
implementation variants, making it difficult for companies to find the best concept for their
specific situation.

In a nutshell: our vision for REconomy in Germany
With a compact description of the different economic post-growth concepts, we want to
facilitate orientation and merge the solutions. The combination of the concepts may
possibly lead towards a "manageable toolbox" for companies. Therefore, the German
REconomy project focuses on:


describing the existing partial solutions and opening a path through the „conceptsjungle"



developing a specific action-handbook for sustainable StartUps and a toolbox for
sustainable entrepreneurships



promoting Reconomy-StartUps with a specific „REcoach program“ (eventually with
renowned mentors) and establishing them within their peer groups



presenting our concepts and existing REconomy-ventures on the website
"Transition Initiatives" (after its relaunch in spring/summer 2015)



using all of the above especially to network the various Transition Projects on local
level as well as the regional Transition Initiatives on national level to bridge and
bond the movement. In our view, REconomy is ideally suited to professionalize the
overall German Transition Network.



using REconomy externally as well to establish strategic alliances with like-minded
organizations (eg. Netzwerk Solidarische Ökonomie, Gemeinwohl-Ökonomie,
Organisation der Postwachstums-Ökonomie). The "Nuremberg-network" has been
constituted within the last „Degrowth conference“ in Leipzig in September 2014 as
a loose coalition of organizations, representing alternate economic concepts.
Transition Network will from now on contribute to the German thematic discussion
with its REconomy project.



A national conference on „solidarity-economy“ takes place in Berlin in September
2015 which will be significantly enriched by the Transition REconomy project. We
also consider organizing a German meetup of Reconomy-projects at this venue.

2. Three months REconomy in Germany – What have we done so far?
In addition to these conceptual considerations, we have:


organized a REconomy event.



collected a total of 5 REconomy case studies and have prepared a publication of it.



conceptualized and started a REcoach mentoring program with four local
REconomy StartUps in Hanover.

The rise of German REconomy…
Talkshow at the film festival Utopianale and Case Studies
With a REconomy talk show at the film festival "Utopianale" we have ceremonially started the
adventure "REconomy in Germany". We informed the appr. 80 visitors about REconomy and our
vision for Germany, Austria and Switzerland. Our workshop was by far the best-attended
workshop at the Utopianale (other workshops had an average of 29 participants). Almost the
complete Board of Transition Network eV from all over Germany joined in. In addition, we were
able to welcome representatives of various NGOs and cooperating organizations in Hanover (eg.
Solawi Adolphshof, Attac, Verband Niedersächsischer Bildungsinitiativen VNB, Bingostiftung,
Heinrich Böll Stiftung, Global Partnership e.V. – Nachhaltiger Tourismus).
We were very happy to also welcome Fiona Ward from the Transition Network as a prominent
birthday guest via online-stream to jointly launch REconomy in Germany.

Fiona Ward´s Birthday-Wishes

We celebrated with champaign and orange juice

Then Stephanie Ristig-Bresser reported on REconomy in the UK and other countries as well as
on our planned activities in Germany.
Ralph Boelke from Transition Belgium presented the REconomy activities in his country.

Stephanie Ristig-Bresser, Transition Hannover on REconomy

Ralph Boelke, Transition Belgium on REconomy

Finally, four Hanoverian REconomy StartUps presented themselves in an interview, led by
Matthias Wanner, transition coach and Stephanie Ristig-Bresser:


Klugbeißer, vegan catering and "guerrilla-kitchen"



KarmaKiosk, self-made meditation cushions and accessories out of regional materials
and spelt-pellets



Kleider-Kabinett (clothes cabinet), the "library of clothes" – sharing, swap and rental of
clothing, costume pool for independent theaters



Suffizienz-Zentrum (sufficiency-center), low-carbon building and information center to be
build near a permaculture garden within the „park of the senses“, Hanover.

The fifth company within the case studies is fairmondo eG, which considers itself as a fair,
transparent online trading platform for public welfare.
You´ll also find these companies portrayed in our detailed case studies at the German Transition
Network homepage soon. For the questionary we were inspired by the questions of the „Top20
Enterprises Report“. Furthermore, we support three of these ventures (Klugbeißer, KarmaKiosk,
Kleider-Kabinettcoach) at their inception / establishment with our REcoach program.

Case Study 1: The „Klugbeißer“
From „March against Monsanto“ towards a guerilla-restaurant…

The Klugbeißer present themselves and of course offer vegan delicacies.

The „Klugbeißer“, founded in winter 2014 as a guerrilla restaurant and vegancatering provider.
They arose directly from the Transition movement. The owners Cora Gutzeit and Bono Hoyer,
both convinced vegans, had organized the "Marches Against Monsanto" in Hanover, 2013.
Soon,Then they organized brunches at home from time to time. The demand grew over the
months, so they decided to resign their regular employments and set up their guerrilla restaurant
"Klugbeißer".
Case Study 2: The „KarmaKiosk“ – From birthday gift to studio and online-shop

The KarmaKiosk in action at the „Reconomy-Talk“

It all started with a birthday gift, which Maria Alice Spenner seamed for a friend who desired a
yoga cushion. Then friends saw the result and also wanted one - the word about Maria´s sewing
skills got around like a snowball effect. Now, Maria has made it a business and she produces
pillows and all kinds of accessories in her studio. She only uses fabrics and materials that are
sourced locally, frequently she also uses upcycling materials like old sofa covers or other 2nd hand
textiles.

Case Study 3: The „Kleider-Kabinett“ – The library of clothes

Dorothee Hoffmann vom Kleider-Kabinett im Interview mit Matthias Wanner

Fashion sharing - this topic had already fascinated the costume designer Dorothea Hoffmann for
several years. Actually she wanted to make this subject her master's thesis, but this probably was
too progressive for the university. But Dorothea Hoffmann didn´t let the subject go and is now in
the wings with her „Kleider-Kabinett“. "I find it quite remarkable that people prefer to wrap
themselves in chemically impregnated materials, than in clothes, which other people have
previously worn." says Dorothea Hoffmann.

Case Study 4: The „Suffizienzzentrum“
A Climate-kitchen; learning about - and living post-growth practises

Dr. Thomas Köhler, Founder of Transition Hanover, presented the concept of the „Sufficiency Centre“

As part of the world-fair 2000 project „Regional landscape area, Kronsberg“ in Hanover, the „Park
of the senses“ was built on the site of a former landfill; it is located between the landscape
protection areas "Mastbrucher Holz" and "Leineaue", in close proximity to the residential areas of
the city Laatzen and the exhibition center of Hanover.

On the initiative and coordinated by Transition Hanover in cooperation with the city government
and other partners, a permaculture garden was added to this „park of the senses“ last year.
Furthermore a natural playground, an urban garden and a bee-garden will be added later this
year. Currently an adjoining restaurant is looking for a new tenant; Transition Hannover has
applied for it to transform it into a "Sufficiency Centre": It shall contain a restaurant with regional
and seasonal kitchen, run in cooperation with a „Solawi“ (solidary agriculture cooperative) and a
seminar centre to experience and learn post growth practices.

Case Study 5: The „fairmondo eG“ online marketplace – They turn the game around:
Transparent and fair online trading platform for public welfare economy

Greetings from the fairmondo-ambassadors

„fairmondo eG“ provides a fair alternative to the market giants in online trading. This is no small
task but for example in the books category, the company already lists over 1.5 million items - free
delivery. As a marketplace „fairmondo“ is open to all: Domestic and commercial suppliers can sell
any kind of articles, as „fairmondo“ wants to become a real alternative to the market giants.

The German REconomy kickoff event – A feast for the eyes ...
Our REconomy talk show was graphically recorded by the illustrator Anja Weiss, thus providing
an excellent visual basis to present the REconomy project in an appealing and tangible way.
The artistic scenery of the regional "culture-of-change"- network produced a homelike and
creative atmosphere and made the event a holistic experience. Creativity and culture should
always be an integral part of all „REconomy“ activities to link the topic from the beginning on with
positive atmosphere and experiences.

Almost the entire Board of the German Transition Network participated at the REconomy talk
show and kick-off event. Many Thanks!

from left to right: Farid Melko, Gerald Wurch, Stephanie Ristig-Bresser, Silvia Hable

3. Outlook: Our next steps and recommendations to Transition
Network e.V.

2015:


Funding strategy and implementation in coordination with other transition projects



Website relaunch with Reconomy page and content *



“REconomy” flyer and other media materials *



Collection of more REconomy case studies *



Continuation of the “REcoach” pilot-program, organizing a “REcoach” event in September



Manual for “REconomy” events (as a model for other project guides)



Network “REconomy” enthusiasts from other Transition-initiatives / organize a German
online-meeting of people, interested in REconomy



Developing a standardised “REcoach” mentoring program *



Presentation of the “Reconomy” project at Transition network meetings, the KdW-Festival
(culture-of-change), “Wandelwoche” Berlin, the “Congress for solidarity economy” and
other events *



Develop and produce artistic scenarios and scenery for presentations/roadshow *



Initiate partnerships with suitable organisations

2016:


Host a conference in cooperation with like-minded organizations on REconomy *



Start the REconomy „REcoach“ mentoring program *

* funding necessary

Last but not least - Team-Work & Credits
The German Reconomy-project was started by Stephanie Ristig-Bresser, Transition Netzwerk
e.V. and Joy Lohmann, Transition Town Hannover. Both also cowork within the German „artlab4
collective for culture and sustainability“.
“With REconomy the Transition Movement creates a platform for
sustainability enterprises to be seen and to work together.”
Stephanie Ristig-Bresser, REconomy-project Germany
Studied Applied Cultural Studies and Public Relations
Management. Works as freelancer, PR-Manager an journalist.
Works for Transition Hannover and for Transition Germany
(Public Relations and Fundraising). Coordinates group Economy
for the Common Goods in Hannover as well.

“For me REconomy is a real life social sculpture in order to
transform our existing economy.”
Joy Lohmann, REconomy-project Germany
Studied Art & Graphics; CEO of a design company; artist of
StreetArt and social sculpture; entrepreneur; design lecturer at
the University for applied sciences, Hanover; Works for
Transition Hannover (urban gardening & „culture of change“).
Loves to create symbols and experiential spaces for glocal
change.

Artlab4 is a Northern German collective for culture and
sustainability, founded in 2012. Based at the hunting castle of the
last German emperor, the 7 interdisciplinary co-workers from
Hanover, Hamburg and Berlin are engaged for sustainable
development in the fields of culture, education, environment and
local economics.
www.artlab4.de

Dankeschön …

Nina Weymann-Schulz
…for the photos

Anja Weiss
… for Graphic Recording

Matthias Wanner
...for Co-Moderation

Ralph Boelke
...for Präsentation

Maren Coldewey
…for lots of help

Herzlichen Dank auch den vielen freiwilligen Helferinnen für die großartige Unterstützung!!!
An Klugbeißer, KarmaKiosk, Kleider-Kabinett und Dr. Thomas Köhler von Transition Town
Hannover für ihre Beiträge. Wir wünschen viel Freude und Erfolg!
… and last not least: Thanks to YOU from Transition Network und to all other REconomy-Hubs für
your cooperation and all you did for us!!! (And also thanks to our donator!)

„REconomy is a great, hopeful project to change our economy in order to
come back into its natural balance.“
Thanks for EVERYTHING. In Germany we call it

GROSSES GLÜCK! (Big Luck)

